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I. Objectives
• Describe vertical profiles of pressure in the atmosphere and ocean.
• Compare and contrast them.
II. Materials
• Radiosonde soundings recorded at three different latitudes: tropics
(station SKSP), midlatitude (KOAK), and high latitude (PABR).
• Argo ocean sounding recorded in the southwestern Pacific Ocean.
• Mac laptop computer in the classroom or Department computer lab
(TH 518 or 607), with MATLAB installed.
• MATLAB programs atmsndplot.m and ocnsndplot.m for plotting
radiosonde and Argo soundings, respectively.
III. Background: Measuring the thermodynamic state of the atmosphere
and ocean.
The Atmosphere: Radiosondes
To make a weather forecast, we first need to know the state of the
atmosphere (temperature, pressure, humidity, wind speed and direction,
etc.) everywhere at one time. This is impossible, so we try the next best
thing: measure these quantities in as many places as we can afford.
Although national weather services around the world maintain
weather stations at the Earth’s surface, and since the 1970s satellites have
provided valuable (but low resolution) information throughout the
atmosphere, since the 1950s the workhorse measuring platform for
conditions above Earth’s surface has been the radiosonde, a balloon-borne
package of weather instruments launched from a network of stations
around the world (on land) simultaneously twice a day. As the balloon
carries the radiosonde up through the atmosphere, its instruments
measure altitude and a vertical profile of pressure, temperature, humidity.
A radio in the radiosonde transmits the data to Earth’s surface.
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A balloon-borne radiosonde
(the Styrofoam box
containing measurement
instruments in the
launcher’s left hand).

Network of radiosonde launch stations
in North America.

The Ocean: Argo Profiling Floats
Although atmospheric
measurements on a global scale
have been gathered operationally
for more than half a century,
attempts to gather similar
information from the oceans have
begun only recently. The Argo
program (named after a
mythological Greek ship), which
began in 2000, is an international,
collaborative ocean-observing
program of over 3,500 drifting
floats that gather approximately
120,000 temperature, salinity and
depth profiles to a depth of 6,000
ft. throughout the world’s oceans
every year.

An Argo float being deployed.
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Combined with satellite observations of the ocean surface, the
information gathered by Argo floats allows ocean scientists and the public
at large to better understand ocean dynamics and forecast global climate.
Argo provides the first ever global-scale, all-weather subsurface
observations of the ocean. The Argo float network has played a key role in
our understanding of ocean dynamics and ocean warming. It represents a
major step forward in our ability to monitor ocean chemistry (e.g.,
dissolved oxygen and ocean acidity [pH]) globally, at higher frequency and
lower cost than previously possible.
Locations of Argo floats as of Oct. 24, 2016:

Access to Argo data:
http://www.argo.ucsd.edu/Argo_date_guide.html
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IV. Instructions and Questions
On one of our Mac computers in the classroom or departmental
computer lab, start MATLAB. (It is the orange, cone-shaped icon on the
Mac’s Dock. Be patient—MATLAB can take a little while to start.)
When MATLAB starts, it should display three sub-windows side by
side, including the “Current Folder” window (left side) and the
“Command Window” (center). In a narrow strip across the top of the
three windows you’ll see the “path” to the location in the hierarchy of
folders on the computer where MATLAB will operate by default, starting
from the top level (“root”) folder (represented by a “/” in the path):
/ > Users > student > Documents > MATLAB.
Tell MATLAB to switch to a differing operating folder as follows:
• Click on “student” in the path to the default operating folder.
(“student” is the student account’s home folder). The contents of this
folder will appear in the “Current Folder” window.
• In the Current Folder window, navigate by double-clicking
on each folder in succession to Courses > E430 > Lab1. In the Current
Folder window you should see two folders listed in the Lab1 folder:
“Atmosphere” and “Ocean”.
• Navigate to the “Atmosphere” folder. There you should see a
MATLAB program (“atmsndplot.m”) and three files containing
radiosonde data from three radiosonde stations:
• SKSP (San Andres Island, Columbia, at 12.6°N latitude in the
tropics; data from a radiosonde launch at 1200 UTC on Sept. 22, 2015)
• KOAK (Oakland, California, at 37.7°N in the midlatitudes;
data from a launch at 0000 UTC on Sept. 21, 2015)
• PABR (Point Barrow, Alaska, at 71.3°N in the Arctic; data
from a launch at 0000 UTC on March 10, 2015)
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Examine the contents of each file by first entering “type filename” in
the Command Window and pressing the “Return” key (where filename is
the full name of a radiosonde data file listed in the Current Folder
window). If necessary, scroll up so you can see the beginning of the file
contents displayed on the screen.
In each file the first six lines comprise “metadata” (that is, data or
information about the data, including the date when they were
recorded, the station name, a station identifying number, and the
location and elevation of the station). The metadata are followed by
headers for columns of basic sounding data plus other quantities
calculated from the sounding data, followed by the sounding data and
calculated quantities themselves. Note in particular the columns for:
•
•
•
•

pressure (PRES, in millibars),
altitude (HGHT, in meters)
temperature (TEMP, in °C), and
mixing ratio (W, in grams per kilogram).

In addition, the first column (LEV) contains an integer that
indicates the order in which the data were recorded as the balloon rose
through the atmosphere. (The exception is for the data recorded at the
Earth’s surface just before the balloon was launched, which is labeled
“SFC”.)
Note that air density is not one of the quantities listed.
(1) (a) [0.5 pts] Plot profiles of pressure, temperature, and mixing
ratio vs. altitude recorded at each of the three radiosonde stations by
running MATLAB program atmsndplot.m. To do this, enter “atmsndplot”
in the Command Window and respond to the prompt for the station that
you want. (The three plots will overlie each other, so move the last two
to see all three.) Print a copy of each plot and put your name on it.
(b) [0.5 pts] Describe how atmospheric pressure varies with
increasing altitude. Is the vertical pressure gradient ( ∂p ( z ) ∂z ) positive or
negative? (z is altitude above sea level, a vertical position coordinate that
increases upward.) How can you tell from the plots? (You can annotate
your plots to help you explain.)
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(c) [1 pt] How does the rate of variation of pressure with respect to
altitude ( ∂p ( z ) ∂z ) vary with altitude (that is, how does the vertical
pressure gradient vary with increasing altitude)? How can you tell from
the plot? [Hint: Construct a visual estimate—that is, annotate a plot—to
show how much the pressure differs between two altitudes that are the
same distance apart, at each of several levels in the sounding.]
(d) [1 pt] Based on your results, what differences (if any) can you
see among the pressure profiles at the three stations? [Hint: Use some of
your results of (c) applied to each sounding. If the plots don’t have the
same vertical scale then it can be hard to compare them visually, in
which case you might have to make quantitative estimates to do the
comparison.]
(2) Navigate to Lab1 > Ocean. (To do this, start either by clicking
on “Lab1” in the path shown above the Command Window, or by
clicking on the “back” (left-pointing) arrow just above the Current
Folder window, which moves MATLAB’s operating folder up one level in
the folder hierarchy, in this case from “Atmosphere” to “Lab1”.)
There you should see several MATLAB programs listed, including
the one that you’ll use next (“ocnsndplot.m”), and several data files,
including one (“OcnSnding.dat”) that contains Argo sounding data from
a location in the southwestern Pacific Ocean (-44.9° latitude, 174.7°E
longitude; the negative latitude means that it is in the Southern
Hemisphere). Examine the headers for the data in that file (scrolling up
to the start of the file if necessary). You should see:
•
•
•
•

pressure (PRES, in decibars)
depth (DEPTH, in meters)
temperature (TEMP, in °C), and
“practical” salinity (PSAL, in practical salinity units, or psu).

Note that density is not one of the quantities listed among the
sounding data.
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(a) [0.5 pts] Plot profiles of pressure, temperature, and salinity vs.
depth recorded by the Argo float by running MATLAB program
ocnsndplot.m (enter “ocnsndplot” in the Command Window and press
the “Return” key). Print a copy of each plot and put your name on it.
(b) [0.5 pts] Let’s choose our vertical coordinate, z, to be depth,
measured positive downward from the ocean surface. (This is the
convention typically adopted by oceanographers, which is opposite the
convention typically adopted by atmospheric scientists, where z
represents altitude above sea level and it increases upward.) Describe
how pressure varies with increasing depth in these soundings. Is the
vertical pressure gradient, ∂p ( z ) ∂z , positive or negative? How can you
tell from the plot?
(c) [1 pt] How does the rate at which pressure varies with increasing
depth ( ∂p ( z ) ∂z ), vary with depth (that is, how does the vertical pressure
gradient vary with increasing depth)? How can you tell from the plot?
Turn in your annotated plots and written answers. Be sure to put
your name is on them.
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